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Professional Cablemanagement

The tread-proof “Cable-Snake®“

The cable guiding system Cable-Snake® Pro is
particulary tread-proof
and thus particularly suitable
for laying in corridor areas
with heavy foot traffic.
The tread proof is 80 kg
when streched and approx.
120 kg compressed.

The system is compatible
with Cable-Snake® Cube
and Cube MX and can be
easily connected with these
systems. A wide range of
accessories makes the
system 100% net-work
compatible and expandable at any time.
Cable-Snake® Pro, Easy-Outlet-Switch

Cable-Snake® Pro, Easy-Outlet-I

Cable-Snake® Pro, E-Cube M

120 kg
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Easy-Zip
Tool-free installation, like a zipper

Flexible in length
Also useable as closed cable
channel for higher tread resistance

2D/3D capability
Rolling characteristic optimised
for ergonomic furniture

Turning-force-stability
Turning force stability due to
patented connection

Tread-proof
Tread-proof stretched up to 80 kg
Tread-proof telescoped up to 120 kg

Easy-Switch
Junction box for networks with up
to 4 connection points

Easy-Cover
Compatible to Easy-Cover ceilingoutlets

Easy-Outlet
Compatible to Easy-Outlet flooroutlets

Floor-Outlet
Compatible to all common flooroutlets

Easy-Bridge
Compatible with Easy-Bridge
cable bridge

Cable-Snake Pro
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Professional Cablemanagement

The tread-proof “Cable-Snake®“
The integrated 2D/3D system has been optimized for ergonomic furniture so that it unrolls automatically with heightadjustable desks like a caterpillar track. If certain higher
forces are exeeded, the system is fully 3D-mobile and
lengthflexible. In addition, the integrated memory function
keeps the chain in the desired position.
Cable-Snake® Pro is telescoped and also useable as a closed
channel. The high-quality design with textured surfaces meet
the most demanding requirements.
Easy-Zip system developed by Q-LAB® cables can be easily
threaded through like a zipper.
With the Easy Rope tension cord can resist traction forces
up to 100 kg.

black RAL 9005

silver RAL 9006

light-grey RAL 7035

white RAL 9003

translucent nature

secure

The stainless steel mounting rod Easy Steel makes rigid
mounting possible such as desk channels or on the floor.
The system is compatible with Aluminium-Cable-Bridge
Easy Bridge and can be easily connected with these systems.
This creates a fully networkable flooringsystem, in which
different curves and straight lines are possible. Easy Tape
velcros fix this system on carpets

Technical Data
Capacity up to about
30 cables
Stretched lengthwise, 34 chain links, approx.
100 cm
Length pushed together, approx.
70 cm
Compressibility, approx.
35%
Material
Polypropylen

Made in Germany

Cable-Snake® Pro

Set with floor-plate

Set with floor-outlet-adapter

Cable-Snake Pro approx. 100 cm (34 chain links)
Set with floor-plate, desk fixture, 2 screws 4x12mm
approx. 75 cm (24 chain links) for regular desk
approx. 125 cm (42 chain links) for sit-and standing desk
Set with floor-outlet-adapter, desk fixture, 2 screws 4x12mm
approx. 75 cm (24 chain links) for regular desk
approx. 125 cm (42 chain links) for sit-and standing desk

KS-PRO-100

®

KS-PRO-S1-75
KS-PRO-S1-125
KS-PRO-S2-75
KS-PRO-S2-125

compatible with Cable-Snake

Cube

Cube MX

Colors

Pro

Classic

Flex

Flex II

Quadro

Premium

secure

black

silver

light-grey

white

translucent
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